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William Jay Carroll, Harbor Road, Sands Point, N.Y. 
Continuation of application Ser. No. 20,102, Apr. 5, 1960. 

This application Feb. 10, 1964, Ser. No. 344,526 
3 Claims. (Cl. 52—688) 

This application is a continuation of my copendin-g 
United States application Serial No. 20,102 ?led April 5, 
1960 and now abandoned. 
The present invention relates to reinforcing means for 

use with poured concrete and other plastic substances, 
and, more particularly, to novel and improved support 
members for reinforcing rods. 

Slab bar bolsters, individual high chairs and continuous 
high chairs are well known and extensively used in the 
?eld of reinforced concrete for supporting reinforcing 
bars at predetermined levels. These supporting members 
are usually made of various con?gurations of heavy 
gauge ‘wire. A wooden form is laid out in which the 
reinforcing concrete is to be poured. The supporting 
members are set out on top of the wooden form boards, 
and the reinforcing bars are laid across the supporting 
members and are tied thereto at the various intersections. 
After this is done, the concrete or other plastic material 
is poured into the form, the wood form being subsequent 
ly removed after su?icient hardening of the concrete or 
other plastic material. 

In the case of reinforced concrete ceilings, the ceiling 
is either painted or plaster is applied to the concrete sur 
face either directly or after an intermediate grinding step 
following the stripping away of the form boards. Since 
the middle reinforcing rod supporting members rested di 
rectly on the wood forms during the pouring operation, 
there is at least point contact of the metal support mem 
bers with the outer surface of the concrete. Therefore, 
even if the metal support members are formed of gal~ 
vanized metal, more often than not their unprotected 
metal surfaces are susceptible of rust and corrosion, either 
as a result of the grinding operation or through the gen 
eral construction activities. 
The resultant rust bleeds through any subsequent coat 

of plaster or paint that may be applied often requiring 
replas'tering or complete ‘redoing of the ceiling structure. 

It is customary to attempt to prevent this form of rust 
bleed by painting any metal surfaces appearing at the 
surface of the reinforced concrete with shellac or some 
similar substance. This is a time-consuming operation 
and unfortunately is usually not performed in a very 
reliable fashion. 

In accordance with the invention, there is provided in 
combination with what otherwise may be conventional 
reinforcing rod supporting means, such as slab bar bol 
sters, individual high chairs, continuous high chairs, etc., 
nonmetallic contact members adapted to be attached to 
those portions of the bottom legs of the supporting mem 
bers, ‘which would otherwise be in contact with the wood 
form. The principal requirements with respect to these 
nonmetallic contact members is that they will withstand 
compression produced by the weight of the construction 
workers and the materials which may bear upon them, 
that they not be susceptible of rust or corrosion, and that 
there be a minimum contact between the contact mem 
bers and the pouring forms. 
For a more complete understanding of the invention, 

reference may be had to the following detailed descrip 
tion taken in conjunction with the accompanying ?gures 
of the drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a continuous high 

chair reinforcing rod supporting means in combination 
with contact members, in accordance with the invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a partial plane view of a pouring form in 

which reinforcing rod supporting means and reinforcing 
rods have been set and tied; 

FIG. 3 is a partial cross-sectional View of the pouring 
form of FIG. 2 taken along the line 3—3 and looking in 
the direction of the arrows, after concrete had been 
poured into the form; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a novel form of in 

dividual high chair, in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a novel form of slab bar 

bolster, partially broken away to show the con?guration 
of the leg members of the slab bar bolster, in accordance 
with the invention; and 

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a contact member suit 
able for combination with reinforcing rod supporting 
means, in accordance with the invention. 

In the case of the continuous high chair type support 
ing device 10 of FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 which constitutes a 
preformed unitary support means, a horizontal transverse 
supporting bar 11 is soldered, welded or otherwise suit 
ably fastened to the supporting legs 12, which may have 
any suitable configuration but normally have ends 13 
which either are adapted to be horizontally disposed con 
tinuous with the wood form boards 14 on which they are 
rested, or, in the case of conventional types :now in use, 
upturned so as to present a minimal point contact with 
the form boards 14. However, in accordance with the 
invention, the ends 13 of the legs 12 are adapted to be 
horizontally disposed and lie within a channel in a non~ 
metallic contact member 15, shown in greater detail in 
FIG. 6. 
The contact member 15, which will be formed of any 

suitable plastic material, such as polyethylene, for ex 
ample, having suf?cient strength characteristics to with 
stand compression which might be placed on it by means 
of the Weight of the construction workmen or the con 
struction materials passing over or laid on the reinforcing 
rods before the concrete or other plastic material is 
poured into the form. The contact members 15 may take 
any suitable form, however, in the preferred embodiment 
of the invention, the contact member 15 is: cylindrical 
with an open eccentric channel 16 running longitudinally 
therewith. It is obvious that a contact member of this 
type may be either individually fabricated or may be fab 
ricated in the form of an elongated plastic extrusion 
which can be divided into appropriate lengths in any suit 
able manner. 
One of the principal criterions in the construction and 

form of the contact member 15, is that it provides a mini 
mum contact with any surface upon which it is rested, 
such as the form boards 14. 

After the wood form 14 is constructed, the reinforcing 
bar supporting means 10 are placed on the form boards 
14} in spaced-apart parallel relation, usually at ‘a distance 
of 4 feet. Conventional ‘reinforcing bars 17 are then laid 
transversely across the ‘bars 11 on each of the supporting 
means 10. In accordance with customary construction 
codes, each intersection of the reinforcing bar 17 and 
the horizontal bar 11 of the supporting means 10‘ must 
then be tied with suitable tie wires. Construction codes 
also usually require that there be minimum clearance 
between the reinforcing bar 17 and the form boards 14, 
e.-g. % of ‘an inch. 

If it is desired to include more than one layer of re 
inforcing bars in an especially thick concrete floor or 
ceiling, for example, higher level continuous high chairs 
or individual high chair type supporting means 20‘ (FIG. 
4), for example, might be placed on the form boards 
14 in spaces intermediate the reinforcing bars 17 and 
horizontal bars 11 of the supporting means 10. The rest 
point 21 0f the individual high chair type supporting 
means 20 would ‘be at a level above that of the horizontal 
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bars 11. In so far as the contact members 15a on the legs 
of the individual high chair type of supporting means 20 
and concerned, they may ‘be either identical with or 
substantially similar to the contact member 15 shown in 
FIG. 6. 

In practice, the lower reinforcing rods in a concrete 
form, which are to be spaced the minimum clearance of 
% of an inch from the form boards, are customarily 
supported by a supporting means of a conventional type 
called a slab ‘bar ‘bolster, which may have a con?guration 
similar to the supporting means 10 of FIG. 1 without 
the contact members 15. In view of the small space in 
which the slab ‘bar 'bolster supporting means must be 
placed, a construction such as that shown in FIG. 5 is 
used, in accordance with the invention. In FIG. 5, a 
slab bar ‘bolster type supporting means 30 having a hori 
zontal transverse bar 31, includes substantially straight 
legs 32, which are adapted to lie for substantially their 
entire extent in the open channel 16 of the plastic contact 
member 151;. 

After the form is constructed in the manner shown in 
FIG. 2, structural concrete is poured into the form over 
and ‘around the various described reinforcing and support 
ing members. When the concrete has hardened, the 
form is stripped, and thereis provided, in accordance 
with the invention, a structural arrangement in which 
plaster may be applied directly to the surface of the re 
inforced concrete or the surface may be ground without 
any chance of contacting metal reinforcing members or 
support means. Thus there is provided novel and un 
o‘bvious means for eliminating the customary problems 
incident to rust bleed from reinforcing elements. 

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
the above described embodiments are meant to be merely 
exemplary and that they are susceptible of modi?cation 
and variation without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention. Therefore, it is deemed that the inven 
tion is not to be limited except as de?ned in the appended 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. A supporting device for supporting elongated re~ 

inforcing members at a predetermined distance above a 
removable surface serving as ‘a form for the fabrication 
of a reinforced structure of hardenable construction ma 
terial such ‘as concrete, the reinforcing members and the 
support device ‘being adapted to be embedded in and 
constitute a permanent part of the reinforced structure, 
comprising a preformed unitary support means including 
a longitudinally extending metallic support rod adapted 
to support at least one reinforcing member at at least one 
point of contact ‘at a ?rst predetermined distance above 
the removable surface and a plurality of spaced-apart 
transversely extending rigid metallic rods, each of said 
transversely extending rods being ?xedly attached and in 
rigid relation to said support rod prior to fabrication of 
the reinforced structure at a point preestablished ?xed 
distances along said longitudinally extending support rod 
from the points of attachment of others of said trans 
versely extending rods and having a plurality of opposite 
ends extending from said longitudinally extending support 
rod for supporting said support rod relative to the remov 
able surface, ‘and individual preformed nonmetallic plastic 
contact members of predetermined con?guration capable 
of withstanding compression during fabrication of the 
reinforced structure mounted on and having a channel 
formed therein of ?xed predetermined dimensions with 
predetermined ?xed spacings relative to the exterior of 
said respective member for ?xedly receiving after fabrica 
tion a respective opposite end of one of said plurality of 
rods, each of said contact members supporting a respec 
tive one of said opposite ends of said plurality of trans 
verse rods a second predetermined distance ‘above the 
removable surface. 

2. A reinforcing means adapted to be embedded in 
and constitute a permanent part of a reinforced structure 
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of hardenable construction material such as concrete, 
comprising a preformed unitary support means including 
a longitudinally extending metallic member ‘adapted to 
be positioned a ?rst predetermined distance above a re 
movable surface serving as a form for the fabrication 
of the reinforced structure and a plurality of spaced-apart 
transversely extending rigid metallic rods, each of said 
transversely extending rods being ?xedly ‘attached ‘and in 
rigid relation to said member prior to fabrication of the 
reinforced structure at a point preestablished ?xed dis 
tances along said longitudinally extending member from 
the points of attachment of others of said transversely 
extending rods ‘and having a plurality of opposite ends 
extending from said longitudinally extending member for 
supporting said member relative to the removable surface, 
and individual preformed nonmetallic plastic contact mem 
‘bers of predetermined con?guration capable of withstand 
ing compression during fabrication of the reinforced struc 
ture mounted on and having a channel formed therein of 
?xed predetermined dimensions with predetermined ?xed 
spacings relative to the exterior of said respective member 
for ?xedly receiving after fabrication a respective opposite 
end of one of said plurality of rods for supporting each 
of said opposite ends of said plurality of transverse rods 
21 second predetermined distance above the removable 
surface. 

3. A supporting device for supporting an elongated 
reinforcing member at a predetermined distance above a 
removable surface serving as a form for the fabrication 
of a reinforced structure of hardenable construction ma 
terial such as concrete, the reinforcing member and the 
supporting device being adapted to be embedded in and 
constitute a permanent part of the reinforced structure, 
comprising a preformed unitary metallic support means 
adapted to support a reinforcing member a ?rst pre 
determined distance above the removable sur-face, said 
metallic support means including at least a plurality 
of transversely extending rods in relatively rigid relation 
each having a plurality of opposite ends extending from 
said support means for supporting said support means 
relative to the removable surface, and individual pre 
formed nonmetallic plastic contact members of predeter 
mined con?guration capable of withstanding compression 
during fabrication of ‘the reinforced structure mounted 
on and having a channel formed therein of ?xed predeter 
mined dimensions with predetermined ?xed spacings rela 
tive to the exterior of said respective member for ?xedly 
receiving after fabrication a respective opposite end of 
one of said plurality of rods, each of said contact mem 
bers supporting a respective one of said opposite ends 
of said plurality of transverse rods a second predetermined 
distance above the removable surface. 
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